Minneapolis Public Schools High School World Languages Curriculum Task Force, February , 2006
Gaelle Berg, MPS World Languages Curriculum Specialist
World Language – Level One – High School
Depending on which MPS high school they attend, students can choose to learn either Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Japanese, Latin, Ojibwe, or Spanish. Level One courses are for true beginners. Students with significant, previous learning in the language may test for placement into a higher level. This generic Level One course description will vary depending on the language of instruction, its structure and cultures studied. 
Standards Achieved: 
Students begin to use key vocabulary and structures of the language. They begin to: engage in conversations; understand and interpret spoken and written language; present information or ideas; make connections with other disciplines; and compare the language and culture studied to their own. 
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Students will be able to:  
Comprehend key, familiar phrases and key vocabulary in context.
	Speak, read, and write with guidance using common, familiar vocabulary related to a limited topics and cultural situations. 
	Recognize some of the unique and interesting perspectives, practices, and products of the culture. 
	Begin to use language-learning strategies. 
Sample Essential Questions:
	How does this language and culture compare with my own language and culture?

	What can I do to help me to understand, speak and write in this language?
	What connections are there between the language I’m learning and other subjects that I’m learning, e.g. geography, sports, and math?

Sample topics: Greetings, introductions, personal information, numbers, nationalities, family, home and school.

Sample assessments: 
Identify countries that use the language and some cultural practices. 
Ask and answer short, simple questions about self, friends, and family.
Categorize familiar vocabulary by topic. 
Read a short, simple, familiar description and answer guiding questions to show understanding.
Retell a short, familiar, simple story orally in the language. 
 
Students will be able to:  
Comprehend key, familiar phrases and key vocabulary in context.
	Speak, read, and write with guidance using common, familiar vocabulary related to a limited topics and cultural situations. 
	Recognize some of the unique and interesting perspectives, practices, and products of the culture. 
Begin to use language-learning strategies.
Sample Essential Questions:
Why are cultural traditions important?
How are social institutions, symbols, and objects in one culture different from those in another culture?
Sample topics:  Calendars and schedules, seasons and weather, food, likes and dislikes.

Sample assessments: 
Ask and answer simple questions about personal likes and dislikes.
Give the time and date for an appointment or schedule.
Write short, simple sentences or paragraphs on familiar topics with guidance.
Read a short, simple, familiar short description or story and show understanding.
	Identify and compare cultural customs.
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Students will be able to:
Comprehend key, familiar phrases and key vocabulary in context.
	Speak, read, and write with guidance using common, familiar vocabulary related to a limited topics and cultural situations. 
	Recognize some of the unique and interesting perspectives, practices, and products of the culture. 
	Begin to use language-learning strategies.
Sample Essential Questions: 
How has my own culture been impacted by other cultures? (e.g. explorers, immigrants, music, sports, government, environment )
How do the perspectives of other cultures compare with my cultural perspectives? How do perspectives influence behavior?
Sample topics: money, clothing, shopping, restaurants, housing, leisure activities, arts and music. 

Samples assessments:
Ask questions about who, what, when, where?
	Identify people or things from a simple description.
	Read a short, simple, familiar story or description and answer questions to show understanding.
	Retell short, simple story through writing or speaking in the language. 
	Identify and compare cultural customs.
Students will be able to:
Comprehend key, familiar phrases and key vocabulary in context.
	Speak, read, and write with guidance using common, familiar vocabulary related to a limited topics and cultural situations. 
	Recognize some of the unique and interesting perspectives, practices, and products of the culture. 
Begin to use language-learning strategies.

Sample Essential Questions:
How do language skills and cross-cultural understanding help people in their work? 
	Why should I learn another language? How will my life be different if I do?
What are the benefits and opportunities of learning another language?
Sample topics: communities, places, buildings, directions, and geography. 

Samples assessments:
	Make requests about and give directions to a place.

Describe a place in a country in writing and with illustrations.
Read a short, simple, familiar story or description and answer questions to show understanding.
Retell short, simple story through writing or speaking in the language. 
Identify and compare cultural customs.




